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 Celsys Full year results to 31 August 

2010 

Results Summary 

Sep-10 Sep-09

Revenue 2,126,207          714,194      198%

Gross profit 280,053              102,780      172%

Operating (loss) (1,448,434)        (704,124)     106%

Finance costs (139,925)            (24,508)       471%

LBT (1,588,359)        (728,632)     118%

Income tax credit 178,895              200,008      -11%

Loss for the year (1,409,464)        (528,624)     167%

Total Assets 1,684,258          1,033,502   

Total Liabilities 2,999,170          873,208      

NAV (1,314,912)        160,294      

Cash Flows From Operations (1,390,122)        (484,072)     

Cash Flows From Investing (504,899)            (44,750)       

Cash Flows From Financing 1,977,279          569,435      

Cash and Equivalents at period End 122,871              40,613         

 

Group revenues were up 198% albeit from low base at 

$2.1m and they operated on 13% margins to post a gross 

profit of $280,053. Operating costs at $1,8m for the 

period saw the group close the period under review in 

an operating loss position of $1,4m while finance costs 

of $139,925 aggravated their position to a LBT of $1.6m. 

A tax credit to the tune of $178,895 left the company 

with a loss for the year of $1,4m. The group’s operations 

were wholly debt financed with total assets valued at 

$1.7m and negative equity of -$1.3m and the closed with 

cash and cash equivalents valued at $122,871. 

Operations 

The group refocused their operations targeting 

commercial and security printing, mobile airtime 

distribution and the IT hardware division. Discontinued 

operations included the marketing and web design 

division, Nokia, HTC and mobile payphone sales section 

and the group also disposed the IT software division as 

this was deemed non-core. The lean structure is now 

housed at their Southerton offices which should see 

significant cost savings going forwards. 

Valuation and Recommendation 

Celys’s operations have undergone a significant 

rationalization phase that has seen them present a 

refocused leaner structure which should help them 

survive. Our concern though is on the negative equity 

position of -$1.3m, having done away with some of the 

noncore operations we believe the company’s focus will 

correcting the capital structure and returning operations 

to profitability both of which we believe they should 

easily attain if their strategic partnership with LonZim is 

widely used. Having said that, the emergence of a plastic 

economy seems to render their printing operations 

unviable while we also believe that there are other 

better investment options available to investors on the 

market at the moment. We therefore maintain the 

AVOID recommendation on Celsys 

Analyst: Phenias Mandaza 

 

CFI Holdings Limited - Full year 

results to 30 September 2010 

 

Results Summary 

Revenues were up 140% at $73.3m against a 138% 

growth in operating costs to $73.2m to see the group 

improve from a loss position in prior year to a marginal 

$53,572 operating profit being a paltry 0.07% EBITDA 

margin. Depreciation expenses of $1.5m coupled with 

finance costs of $2.2m (up 1,200%) left the group in a 

loss before tax position of $3.6m. Minimizing the losses 
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was a tax credit to the tune of $1,1m which saw the 

group’s loss for the year come up at $2,5m. The group’s 

balance sheet firmed  15% to $81.4m on the back of a 

growth in short term borrowings and payables while the 

NAV stood at $45.4m down 1% on the comparative half 

year period and they were in positive net cash position 

of $642,686.  

Sep-10

Revenue 73,326,432    30,494,314 

Operating profit (loss) 53,572                 

Finance costs (2,155,863)         

LBT (3,588,067)    (1,355,511)  

Loss for the year (2,473,831)           

Total Assets 81,435,217    70,999,998 

Total Liabilities 35,974,981    25,064,292 

NAV 45,460,236    45,939,706 

Cash Flows From Operations (9,055,327)    (1,129,836)  

Cash Flows From Investing 251,323          (1,849,192)  

Cash Flows From Financing 8,292,243         

Cash and Equivalents at period End 642,686             

 

Operations: 

41%

31%

28%

FY2009 Divisional Revenue Contribution %

 

Turnover contributions by units stood at $30.03 for the 

poultry division, $20.5m specialised division, $22.8m 

retail division. Suffered from low capacity utilisation 

which saw the units making losses as follows Poultry 

$1.6m; Specialised division $869,000; Retail division 

$1,1m. Capex for the period amounted to $2.7m with 

$2,5m going towards plant and equipment and $0.2m 
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was a tax credit to the tune of $1,1m which saw the 

group’s loss for the year come up at $2,5m. The group’s 

$81.4m on the back of a 

growth in short term borrowings and payables while the 

NAV stood at $45.4m down 1% on the comparative half 

year period and they were in positive net cash position 

Sep-09

30,494,314 140%

(192,933)      -128%

(165,790)      1200%

(1,355,511) 165%

(86,798)        2750%

70,999,998 15%

25,064,292 44%

45,939,706 -1%

(1,129,836)

(1,849,192)

4,032,237    

1,053,209    

FY2009 Divisional Revenue Contribution %

Poultry

Retail

Specialised

Turnover contributions by units stood at $30.03 for the 

poultry division, $20.5m specialised division, $22.8m 

retail division. Suffered from low capacity utilisation 

which saw the units making losses as follows Poultry 

Retail division 

$1,1m. Capex for the period amounted to $2.7m with 

$2,5m going towards plant and equipment and $0.2m 

towards the completion of the BGT.

were thus: 

Poultry 

* 133% increase in tonnage at Agrifoods to 51,839 

tonnes, 

* Hubbard operated at 100% capacity for breeding stock 

while chick production increased 106% on prior year to 

8.5m with local demand for day old chicks outstripping 

supply.  

* Crest Breeders operated at 45% capacity 

numbers were affected by ageing fac

problems, while the layers were at 33% capacity 

utilization 

* Abattoir at Suncrest operated at 40% capacity while 

the group has invested $1m towards modernizing the 

equipment. 

Specialized Division 

*Victoria Foods grew its volumes by 60% 

Working capital constraints coupled with reduction in 

local bakers flour sales. 

* Kobenhavn logistics was founded in response to the 

need for greater logistics and efficiency in the 

Retail 

* Farm and city recorded improvements in prod

ranges and two outlets were reopened over the year

* Town and Country franchised out their outlets to 

Upridge Limited  

In the outlook period the group hopes to kick start is 

recapitalization exercise and rev

first by drawing down on the $3.8m PTA bank facility 

that they have secured and later raise more finance 

through a combination of medium to long term debt 

finance and equity.  

Value and Recommendation:  

As CFI gears up its operations by drawing down on the 

$3.8m PTA Bank facility and implementing the mooted 

recapitalization we expect capacities and efficiencies to 

be enhanced which should see better performance from 
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towards the completion of the BGT. Operations by units 

* 133% increase in tonnage at Agrifoods to 51,839 

ard operated at 100% capacity for breeding stock 

while chick production increased 106% on prior year to 

8.5m with local demand for day old chicks outstripping 

* Crest Breeders operated at 45% capacity as broiler 

numbers were affected by ageing facilities and water 

problems, while the layers were at 33% capacity 

* Abattoir at Suncrest operated at 40% capacity while 

the group has invested $1m towards modernizing the 

*Victoria Foods grew its volumes by 60% suffered from 

coupled with reduction in 

founded in response to the 

need for greater logistics and efficiency in the  group. 

Farm and city recorded improvements in product 

ranges and two outlets were reopened over the year 

franchised out their outlets to 

In the outlook period the group hopes to kick start is 

exercise and revamp their operations 

the $3.8m PTA bank facility 

that they have secured and later raise more finance 

through a combination of medium to long term debt 

 

As CFI gears up its operations by drawing down on the 

$3.8m PTA Bank facility and implementing the mooted 

recapitalization we expect capacities and efficiencies to 

be enhanced which should see better performance from 
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the group’s operational units. We assum

group’s capacity utilization will grow to 60% on the back 

of the said recapitalization for all units in the poultry

division, at which level we forecast them to turnover 

$64,4m and achieve earnings of $1,43m on the back of 

competition. Applying a discounted regional PER of 

11,12x the poultry division is valued at $15,9m. If their 

retail division turns over $42,0m they should achieves 

earnings $1,68m, and applying a discounted PER of 8.3x 

it implies the retail division’s value to be $13,9m. If 

Victoria foods achieves monthly revenues of $2,75m 

they are forecasted to turnover 33m and earn $2,0m, 

Applying a PER of 10,3x we get Victoria foods’ value to 

be $20,6m. Other units in the specialized division are 

taken at book value; $300,000 for Dore’ & P

$5.24m for Maitlands (expected value of developed units 

of land attributable to CFI). The sum of which gives us a 

target value of $56m (45c per share) for CFI. We 

maintain a LONG TERM BUY recommendation on them

as believe the food processing packaging industry has 

the potential to maintain resilience as the economy 

recovers further 

 

Analyst: Phenias Mandaza 

 

Dawn Properties – Interim results to 

30 September 2010 

Results Summary, 

Total income grew 62% to $2,6m and the group 

forecasts even further growth in H2. Operating costs 

grew 94% to $2.3m being 88% of total income compared 

to the 73% cost to income ratio attained in the 

comparative half year period as a result operating profit 

margins fell  53% to 12.5% and was at $326,583. A 

combination of finance income earned and a tax credit 

emanating from the changes in tax structure took the 

group’s profit for the interim period to $595,135.
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the group’s operational units. We assumed that the 

group’s capacity utilization will grow to 60% on the back 

of the said recapitalization for all units in the poultry 

division, at which level we forecast them to turnover 

$64,4m and achieve earnings of $1,43m on the back of 

g a discounted regional PER of 

11,12x the poultry division is valued at $15,9m. If their 

retail division turns over $42,0m they should achieves 

earnings $1,68m, and applying a discounted PER of 8.3x 

it implies the retail division’s value to be $13,9m. If 

ictoria foods achieves monthly revenues of $2,75m 

they are forecasted to turnover 33m and earn $2,0m, 

Applying a PER of 10,3x we get Victoria foods’ value to 

be $20,6m. Other units in the specialized division are 

taken at book value; $300,000 for Dore’ & Pitt and 

$5.24m for Maitlands (expected value of developed units 

of land attributable to CFI). The sum of which gives us a 

target value of $56m (45c per share) for CFI. We 

recommendation on them 

ing industry has 

the potential to maintain resilience as the economy 

Interim results to 

Total income grew 62% to $2,6m and the group 

growth in H2. Operating costs 

grew 94% to $2.3m being 88% of total income compared 

to the 73% cost to income ratio attained in the 

comparative half year period as a result operating profit 

margins fell  53% to 12.5% and was at $326,583. A 

nance income earned and a tax credit 

emanating from the changes in tax structure took the 

group’s profit for the interim period to $595,135. 

Revenue

Maginal income (Gross Profit)

Operating profit

PROBIT

Profit for the year

Total Assets

Total Liabilities 

NAV

Cash Flows From Operations

Cash Flows From Investing

Cash and Equivalents at period End

 

Consequently the group’s balance sheet firmed by the 

profit to $80.2m with $64.0m representing the 

shareholders equity. The group closed in a positive cash 

flow position of $97,049. 

Operations: 

- Capex for the for the period amounted $414,616 

used in purchase of property plant and 

equipment. 

- Occupancies in the hotel portfolio averaging 60% 

for city hotel s and 40% for resorts compared to 

50% and 30% achieved in prior year. The hotel 

property portfolio achieved a re

however price corrections in the local market 

saw costs surge 71% . The group forecasts $2.3m 

full year revenue from the hotel portfolio and 

they believe that any further increases in 

revenue are not likely to come with increases in 

administrative expenses for the portfolio

- Property services management recorded a 45% 

growth in revenue against an 86% growth in 

costs with the payroll that surged 137% being 

the bone of contention. The group believes 

revenues can grow by a further 30% 

- Property development: Tenders for the Baines 

Avenue project which is forecast to commence 

in the short term were opened and the group 

with  bids coming in the range $3.6m
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Sep-10 Sep-09

2,561,008          1,615,410    59%

1,826,310          1,133,602    61%

326,583              433,211       -25%

351,781              479,760       -27%

595,135              404,489       47%

80,223,877        79,512,099 

16,193,592        16,074,662 

64,030,285        63,437,437 

419,190              572,631       

(606,762)            (354,850)      

97,049                284,621       

Consequently the group’s balance sheet firmed by the 

profit to $80.2m with $64.0m representing the 

shareholders equity. The group closed in a positive cash 

the period amounted $414,616 

used in purchase of property plant and 

Occupancies in the hotel portfolio averaging 60% 

for city hotel s and 40% for resorts compared to 

50% and 30% achieved in prior year. The hotel 

property portfolio achieved a revenue of $1m 

however price corrections in the local market 

saw costs surge 71% . The group forecasts $2.3m 

full year revenue from the hotel portfolio and 

they believe that any further increases in 

revenue are not likely to come with increases in 

tive expenses for the portfolio 

Property services management recorded a 45% 

growth in revenue against an 86% growth in 

costs with the payroll that surged 137% being 

the bone of contention. The group believes 

revenues can grow by a further 30%  

elopment: Tenders for the Baines 

Avenue project which is forecast to commence 

in the short term were opened and the group 

with  bids coming in the range $3.6m- $5.8m. 
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The ten year, 290ha Marlborough Residential 

Estate town planning work is underway  with 

subdivision work pencilled for December of 

2011. 

- The agro segment which has been in the cost 

accumulation phase in its first year is expected 

to contribute to revenues and profits within the 

next twelve to eighteen months. 

Value and Recommendation: 

In valuing Dawn Properties, we split their businesses into 

their leisure assets, property management business and 

development land. Given the rental agreements we 

assumed that their hotelier properties should achieve 

rental income of $2,7m (the group forecasts tu

$2.3m at full year) and earnings of $810,000 at 30% 

earnings margin. Assuming their current rental yields of 

2,5%, we value the leisure assets at $32,4m. Assuming 

the property services segment earns $3m from collecting 

rentals worth $43,7m, and are valued by applying a PER 

of 8,2x, we value it at $24,4m. Adding the value of the 

development land ($5m), we get a grand total value for 

Dawn Properties of $61,8m (2,51c per share). We 

believe that this projection is just but a starting point on 

the value of the group especially on their property 

portfolio. We therefore maintain our BUY 

recommendation on them, based on the upside 

potential on their current price and long

should rental rates and yields improve.  

Analyst: Phenias Mandaza 

Pelhams Limited – Interims to 30 

September 2010  

Results Summary: 

Group revenues amounted to $2,7 up 91% on prior year 

level and operated on 27% mark-up to give the group 

$747,183 gross profit.  Operating costs largely 

administrative expenses saw the grow 

operating loss position of $426,664 while finance costs 

of $87,946 aggravated their position to a loss before tax 
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The ten year, 290ha Marlborough Residential 

Estate town planning work is underway  with 

ubdivision work pencilled for December of 

The agro segment which has been in the cost 

accumulation phase in its first year is expected 

to contribute to revenues and profits within the 

ing Dawn Properties, we split their businesses into 

their leisure assets, property management business and 

development land. Given the rental agreements we 

assumed that their hotelier properties should achieve 

rental income of $2,7m (the group forecasts turnover of 

$2.3m at full year) and earnings of $810,000 at 30% 

earnings margin. Assuming their current rental yields of 

2,5%, we value the leisure assets at $32,4m. Assuming 

the property services segment earns $3m from collecting 

re valued by applying a PER 

of 8,2x, we value it at $24,4m. Adding the value of the 

development land ($5m), we get a grand total value for 

Dawn Properties of $61,8m (2,51c per share). We 

believe that this projection is just but a starting point on 

e of the group especially on their property 

portfolio. We therefore maintain our BUY 

recommendation on them, based on the upside 

potential on their current price and long-term value 

Interims to 30 

Group revenues amounted to $2,7 up 91% on prior year 

up to give the group 

$747,183 gross profit.  Operating costs largely 

administrative expenses saw the grow fall into an 

operating loss position of $426,664 while finance costs 

of $87,946 aggravated their position to a loss before tax 

of $514,610. The group got an income tax credit 

amounting to $244,386 to leave them with a loss for the 

period of $270,224. The balance sheet firmed by a 

marginal 1% to $5.2m on the back of an increase in short 

term bank loans and trade payable, while their NAV 

shrank 10% to $2,5m on the back of the loss with cash 

and cash equivalents at the end of the period standing at 

$2,314. 

The group sold 4200 units which represented an implied 

91% increase in volume while operations at their 

manufacturing unit Trade Winds have been noted to 

improve as the group moves to augment supply. They 

successfully secured funding with a local institution 

the reported date and management reports increased 

volumes of stocks and sales.  

We shall prepare a fuller paper on Pelhams in 

 

Market Highlights 

The market ended the week under review in the 

negative with volumes becoming thin as we drew closer 

to the festive season. The main stream industrial index 

fell below its breakeven level in the week under review 

after shedding -2.74% to 149.2pts while the 

index took the heavier knock retreating 

226.92pts as RioZim and Hwange traded weaker at 200c 

and 63c respectively. On an all share basis forty seven 

counters recorded price changes with losers 

outnumbering gainers by thirty three to fourte

profit taking ahead of the festive season.

The week’s worst performer was one of the year to date 

best performers Zimplow that came off 

bringing their YTD performance down to 120%. Agro 

industrial group Chemco pared 

trading at 40c to follow, while the market atoned for a 

dull full year set of results from Celsys which indicated 

that the group had negative equity to the tune of 

as we saw the counter closed 
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of $514,610. The group got an income tax credit 

amounting to $244,386 to leave them with a loss for the 

alance sheet firmed by a 

marginal 1% to $5.2m on the back of an increase in short 

term bank loans and trade payable, while their NAV 

shrank 10% to $2,5m on the back of the loss with cash 

and cash equivalents at the end of the period standing at 

group sold 4200 units which represented an implied 

91% increase in volume while operations at their 

manufacturing unit Trade Winds have been noted to 

improve as the group moves to augment supply. They 

successfully secured funding with a local institution post 

the reported date and management reports increased 

We shall prepare a fuller paper on Pelhams in Q1 2011 

The market ended the week under review in the 

negative with volumes becoming thin as we drew closer 

to the festive season. The main stream industrial index 

fell below its breakeven level in the week under review 

2.74% to 149.2pts while the Mining 

index took the heavier knock retreating -3.45% to 

226.92pts as RioZim and Hwange traded weaker at 200c 

and 63c respectively. On an all share basis forty seven 

counters recorded price changes with losers 

outnumbering gainers by thirty three to fourteen on 

profit taking ahead of the festive season. 

The week’s worst performer was one of the year to date 

best performers Zimplow that came off -31.25% to 5.5c 

bringing their YTD performance down to 120%. Agro 

industrial group Chemco pared --27.3% and closed the 

trading at 40c to follow, while the market atoned for a 

dull full year set of results from Celsys which indicated 

that the group had negative equity to the tune of -$1.3m 

as we saw the counter closed -25% weaker at 0.09c. 
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Financial services group ABCH that rallied in recent 

weeks to the all time best level of 41c came off a 

whopping -23.1% to 30c. Retail group Edgars lost its 

impetus that had seen them firm to 6c and took a 

knock to end the week trading at 5c. Also in the negative 

was Star Africa and their subsidiary Redstar whom the 

former is set to buy out minority shareholders in the 

latter which will culminate in the delisting of the latter  

saw both counters trade -14.3% lower at 6c and 0.06c 

respectively. The market was not phased  the Daw

Interims that indicated a $595,135 profit for the period 

as the counter still lost -13.3% and ended trading at 1.3c.  

Dually listed PPC whose discount on the JSE price had 

narrowed to 23% tumbled -12.3% and closed the week 

trading at 320c widening the discount to 32.4%. Another 

notable faller was SeedCo down 4% at 96c on profit 

taking and delta that lost its resilience shedding 2% to 

63c also on profit taking. 

Middle and small cap counters were the week’s best 

performers led by Gulliver that surged 75% to

followed by ART that recovered prior week’s fall in the 

aftermath their final results rebounding 33% to 2c. Also 

on the rebound was regional tourism group African Sun 

that put on 25% to 2.5c. Construction group M&R added 

18.9% and closed the week at 21.4c as tyre producer and 

retailer NTS remained resilient adding 17.65% to 2c. 

Clothing retail group Truworths joined the elite triple 

digit YTD performers, after closing  the week 8.9% firmer 

at 3.3c bringing their YTD gain to 106.25%, whose other 

members include Zimplow on 120% YTD,  Turnall on 

100% YTD, and Colcom on 118% YTD.  
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23.1% to 30c. Retail group Edgars lost its 
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Interims that indicated a $595,135 profit for the period 

13.3% and ended trading at 1.3c.  

Dually listed PPC whose discount on the JSE price had 

12.3% and closed the week 
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notable faller was SeedCo down 4% at 96c on profit 

taking and delta that lost its resilience shedding 2% to 

Middle and small cap counters were the week’s best 

performers led by Gulliver that surged 75% to 0.35c 

followed by ART that recovered prior week’s fall in the 

aftermath their final results rebounding 33% to 2c. Also 

on the rebound was regional tourism group African Sun 

that put on 25% to 2.5c. Construction group M&R added 

21.4c as tyre producer and 

retailer NTS remained resilient adding 17.65% to 2c. 

Clothing retail group Truworths joined the elite triple 

digit YTD performers, after closing  the week 8.9% firmer 

at 3.3c bringing their YTD gain to 106.25%, whose other 

rs include Zimplow on 120% YTD,  Turnall on 
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  Weekly Gainers and Losers and Trade Statistics

All ShareTop Gainers

Counter Prices as at 

03 December 2010

(US cents)

GULLIVER 0.20                                  

ART ZDR 1.50                                  

AFRICAN SUN 2.00                                  

M & R 18.00                                

NTS 1.70                                  

ARISTON 1.40                                  

CAIRNS 2.00                                  

TRUWORTHS 3.03                                  

TPH 6.00                                  

TURNALL 5.60                                  

All ShareTop Losers

Counter Prices as at 

03 December 2010

(US cents)

ZIMPLOW 8.00                                  

CHEMCO 55.00                                

CELSYS 0.12                                  

ABCH 39.00                                

EDGARS 6.00                                  

REDSTAR 0.07                                  

STAR AFRICA 7.00                                  

AFRE 6.00                                  

DAWN 1.50                                  

PPC 365.00                             

Dividends 

Company Final/ Amount

Interim (USc)

n/a
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Gainers and Losers and Trade Statistics 

Prices as at % Change

10 December 2010 Move for the week YTD Change

(US cents) (US cents) (%)

0.35                           0.15 75.00

2.00                           0.50 33.33

2.50                           0.50 25.00

21.40                        3.40 18.89

2.00                           0.30 17.65

1.60                           0.20 14.29

2.20                           0.20 10.00

3.30                           0.27 8.91

6.50                           0.50 8.33

6.00                           0.40 7.14

Prices as at % Change

10 December 2010 Move for the week YTD Change

(US cents) (US cents) (%)

5.50                           (2.50) (31.25)

40.00                        (15.00) (27.27)

0.09                           (0.03) (25.00)

30.00                        (9.00) (23.08)

5.00                           (1.00) (16.67)

0.06                           (0.01) (14.29)

6.00                           (1.00) (14.29)

5.20                           (0.80) (13.33)

1.30                           (0.20) (13.33)

320.00                      (45.00) (12.33)

Amount Record Payment Price as at 

date date

(Usc)
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YTD Change

(%)

(41.67)

(55.56)

(79.17)

7.00

66.67

23.08

(26.67)

106.25

(7.14)

100.00

YTD Change

(%)

120.00

0.00

(18.18)

50.00

31.58

(80.00)

(45.45)

(38.82)

0.00

16.36

 

Price as at Yield

(%)
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Indices 

03 December 2010

Industrial  Index 153.41

Mining Index 235.04

Currencies 

03 December 2010

Rand/USD 6.8981                      

USD/Euro 1.3265                      

USD/Pound 1.5667                      

Yen/USD 83.5243                   

Commodities 

03 December 2010

US$

Aluminium (US$/tonne) 2,326.00                     

Brent Crude(US$/barrel) 87.83                           

Copper(US$/tonne) 8,711.50                     

Gold(US$/oz) 1,392.40                     

Lead(US$/tonne) 2,292.00                     

Nickel(US$/tonne) 23,675.00                   

Platinum(US$/oz) 1,720.00                     

Si lver(US$/oz) 28.80                           

Zinc(US$/tonne) 2,198.50                     

Upcoming Events 

Company Event & Place

N/A N/A

EFE Securities P/L contact us: research@efesecurities.co.zw  

10 December 2010 Change % Change YTD Change

(%)

149.2 (4.21) (2.74) (1.84)

226.92 (8.12) (3.45) 22.33

03 December 2010 10 December 2010 Change % Change

6.9051                      0.01

1.3249                      (0.00)

1.5829                      0.02

83.5958                   0.07

03 December 2010 10 December 2010 % Change YTD Change 

US$ for week (%)

2,326.00 2,350.00                     1.03

87.83 88.74                           1.04

8,711.50 9,041.50                     3.79

1,392.40 1,390.93                     (0.11)

2,292.00 2,367.50                     3.29

23,675.00 23,755.00                   0.34

1,720.00 1,678.00                     (2.44)

28.80 28.90                           0.35

2,198.50 2,261.00                     2.84

Date
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YTD Change

(%)

(1.84)

22.33  

% Change

0.10

(0.12)

1.02

0.09  

YTD Change 

(%)

6.43

12.64

23.08

25.16

(1.15)

28.54

12.09

68.81

(12.02)  

Time
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  Top Picks 

Buy

Colcom Running profitably, business growing and have positive cashflows. Declared interim dividend as expected.

Dawn Trading at average PBV of 0,5x. Have strong diversified earnings potential in tourism and

 commercial properties. 

Delta Aim to double their supply in the financial year in a market  in which they are a virtual monopoly

Econet Dominating market share (62+%) and growing network coverage as well  as product range. 

Pearl Trading at average PBV of 0,5x. Regional average is 2x.

ZPI Trading at average PBV of 0,5x . Have strong mix of properties that can generate cash.

Have a big pool of undeveloped land-banks that can convert to business anytime.

Seedco Dominate local and regional seed market and growing strong in new regions.

ZHL Sum of interest in l isted companies higher than their market cap. Strong earnings potential if 

they successfully recapitalise all  business units.

Truworths Strong earnings potential. Trading at annualised PER of 6x

ABC Though risk l ies in retail  banking development prospects which could go either way in the environment

current economic environment, they are trading at low PER and PBV (3x and 0,4x). 

OK Strong earnings potential once credit l ines increase and local producers increase supply.

LT Buy

Aico Strong recovery play in Olivine and l int business on recapitalisation while the seed business has 

potential to outdo its current good performance on the back of regional expansion.

PGI Exciting business model in a potentially lucrative building and all ied industry poised for growth as 

disposable incomes improve. Risk l ies in potential dilution should a rights issue be considered in the 

$10m recapitalisation plan

Spec Buy

Old Mutual Room to make 15-25% profit from arbitrage.

PPC Room to make 15-25% profit from arbitrage.

EFE Securities P/L contact us: research@efesecurities.co.zw  

Running profitably, business growing and have positive cashflows. Declared interim dividend as expected.

Trading at average PBV of 0,5x. Have strong diversified earnings potential in tourism and

Aim to double their supply in the financial year in a market  in which they are a virtual monopoly

Dominating market share (62+%) and growing network coverage as well  as product range. 

Trading at average PBV of 0,5x. Regional average is 2x.

Trading at average PBV of 0,5x . Have strong mix of properties that can generate cash.

Have a big pool of undeveloped land-banks that can convert to business anytime.

Dominate local and regional seed market and growing strong in new regions.

Sum of interest in listed companies higher than their market cap. Strong earnings potential if 

they successfully recapitalise all  business units.

Strong earnings potential. Trading at annualised PER of 6x

Though risk lies in retail  banking development prospects which could go either way in the environment

current economic environment, they are trading at low PER and PBV (3x and 0,4x). 

Strong earnings potential once credit lines increase and local producers increase supply.

Strong recovery play in Olivine and l int business on recapitalisation while the seed business has 

potential to outdo its current good performance on the back of regional expansion.

Exciting business model in a potentially lucrative building and allied industry poised for growth as 

disposable incomes improve. Risk l ies in potential dilution should a rights issue be considered in the 

Room to make 15-25% profit from arbitrage.

Room to make 15-25% profit from arbitrage.
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Running profitably, business growing and have positive cashflows. Declared interim dividend as expected.

Trading at average PBV of 0,5x. Have strong diversified earnings potential in tourism and

Aim to double their supply in the financial year in a market  in which they are a virtual monopoly

Dominating market share (62+%) and growing network coverage as well  as product range. 

Sum of interest in l isted companies higher than their market cap. Strong earnings potential if 

Though risk l ies in retail  banking development prospects which could go either way in the environment

Strong earnings potential once credit l ines increase and local producers increase supply.

Strong recovery play in Olivine and l int business on recapitalisation while the seed business has 

Exciting business model in a potentially lucrative building and all ied industry poised for growth as 
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Notes 
 

This document has been prepared by EFE Securities (Private) Limited (EFE), for the information of its clients. 

obtained from sources that the company believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee their accuracy, and any such information 

opinions and estimates included in this report constitute the company’s judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice. The securi

discussed and mentioned in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors must make their own investment decisi

objectives and financial position and using such independent advisors they believe necessary. This report is for informationa

offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security. EFE and any of the individuals preparing this report may at any time have a long and/ or short 

position in any securities of companies in this report. In addition EFE may from time to time perform investment banking or o

banking or other business from any entity mentioned in this report. EFE may at times buy and sell shares on an agency or prin

or fall and investors may end up with a reduced amount from their initial capital invested. Additional information on recommended securities is available on request.
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This document has been prepared by EFE Securities (Private) Limited (EFE), for the information of its clients. Although the statements of fact in this report have been 

obtained from sources that the company believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee their accuracy, and any such information may be incomplete or condensed. All 

s report constitute the company’s judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice. The securi

discussed and mentioned in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors must make their own investment decisions based on their specific investment 

objectives and financial position and using such independent advisors they believe necessary. This report is for informational purposes only and is not intended as an 

or sale of any security. EFE and any of the individuals preparing this report may at any time have a long and/ or short 

position in any securities of companies in this report. In addition EFE may from time to time perform investment banking or other servic

banking or other business from any entity mentioned in this report. EFE may at times buy and sell shares on an agency or principal basis to its clients. Shares may rise 

om their initial capital invested. Additional information on recommended securities is available on request.
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